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SV9105. Kurs i vitenskapsteori 

Lars Mjøset, 10.4.2018 

 

 

PhD-programrådet på SV-fakultetet har revidert fellesdelen av PhD-undervisningen. 

Av opplegget på 10 studiepoeng utgjøre 4 studiepoeng av kurs i 

samfunnsvitenskapenes vitenskapsteori. Programrådet ønsker at alle forelesere skal 

være fra SV-fakultetet. 

 

Jeg er (sammen med Kalle Moene på samfunnsøkonomi) emneansvarlig for dette 

kurset. Kurset går over to semestre. Det er tre undervisningsdager hvert semester.  

 

Høstsemesteret 2018: mandag 15 til onsdag 17 oktober. 

Vårsemesteret 2019: mandag 4 til onsdag 6 mars. 

 

Som lærebok brukes: Nancy Cartwright & Eleonora Montuschi (eds.) 2014. 

Philosophy of Social Science: A New Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

(320 sider matcher 4 studiepoeng.) 

 

Av de tre dagene er første dag viet forelesninger, mens de øvrige to dagene arrangeres 

som temadager omkring grunnleggende debatter i samfunnsvitenskapenes 

vitenskapsteori. Temaene er: 

 

Høstsemesteret 2018: Spillteori. Casestudier 

Vårsemesteret 2019: Evidensbaserte metoder (RCT, DSM). Innovasjon.  

 

Resten av dette notatet er på engelsk, siden det er kursspråket. Først gis en oversikt 

over kursets organisering, deretter sammendrag av tematikken på de fire tematiske 

dagene, og til slutt gjengis innholdsfortegnelsen og forfatterreferansene fra kkursboka. 

 

Dette er et skissemessig førsteutkast. Det er en stor utfordring å dekke alle 

samfunnsfagene, så forskjellige som de er. Forhåpentlig kan foreleserne på kurset – i 

hvert fall noen av oss – bli en arbeidsgruppe som kollektivt utvikler og forbedrer 

kurset etter hvert som vi holder det. Det kan bli aktuelt både å endre opplegget for 

forelesninger og temadager, og eventuelt også å droppe noen temadager dersom vi 

finner andre tema som vil fungere bedre.  

 

 

1. Suggested schedule 

 

Lecture day Thematic day 

Lecture 1 (triple lecture before lunch) 

9.15-10, 10.15-11, 11.15-12 (LM) 

9.15-10.00 Lecture 1 

10.15-11.00 Lecture 2 

11.15-12.00 Lecture 3 

Lunch break 12.00-13.00 Lunch break 12.00-13.00 

13.00-14.45 Lecture 2 13.00-13.45 Lecture 4 

13.45-15 Interdisciplinary discussion 

groups 

15.00-16.45 Lecture 3 15.15-16 Plenary session 
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Fall 2018 Monday October 15 to Wednesday October 17 

Day 1 – 15/10 

3 lectures: one triple and 

two double  

Day 2 – 16/10 

 Theme 1: Game theory 

Day 3 – 17/10 

Theme 2: Case studies, 

singular outcomes 

1. LM: Philosophy of 

social science, seen from 

the natural sciences (T, 

Introduction; Ch 7. 

Montuschi, Scientific 

objectivity; Ch 15. 

Morgan, Case studies)  

1. Jon Hovi (political 

science): Introduction 

2. Bård Harstad 

(economics): Repeated 

Prisoners Dilemma 

3. Karine Nyborg 

(economics): Other 

assumptions 

1. Case studies – modified 

experimental framework 

(political science) 

2. Therapy (psychology/ 

psychotherapy) 

3. Fieldwork – 

constructionist/ 

phenomenological 

(anthropology) 

Lunch 12-13 Lunch 12-13 Lunch 12-13 

2. Raino Malnes: Ontology 

of action and interaction 

(T, Ch 5 Tollefsen, Social 

Ontology; Ch 6 Longino, 

Individuals or Populations) 

4. Raino Malnes (political  

science): Critique of game 

theory 

4. Case-based methods – 

different formalisms and 

styles of inference 

(sociology) 

 

Interdisciplinary group 

discussions 

Interdisciplinary group 

discussions 

3. Kalle Moene: Causal 

inference, measurement (T, 

Ch 14. Cartwright/Run-

hardt, Measurement, Ch 

16. Cartwright, Causal 

inference) 

Panel Panel 

 

Spring 2019 Monday March 4 to Wednesday March 6 (Note! Tentative) 

Day 1 – 4/3 

3 lectures: one triple and 

two double 

Day 2 – 5/3  

Theme 3: Evidence based 

research: RCT (randomi-

zed controlled trials)/DSM 

Day 3 – 6/3  

Theme 4: Innovation 

1. LM: Philosophy of 

social science, seen from 

the humanities (T, Ch 4, 

Community-based 

collaborative archaeology. 

T, Ch 13, Solmon, Social 

epistemology) 

1. Seen from psychology  

2. [T, ch 3: Munroe, 

Evidence based policy] 

3. Experiments in 

cognitive economics 

1. Psychology of 

innovation: creativity 

2. The STS approach to 

innovation. Performati-

vity and case studies 

3. Modelling innovation 

(endogenous growth) 

Lunch 12-13 Lunch 112-13 Lunch 12-13 

2. (Lecturer to be decided) 

Standpoint theory: 

feminism (T, Ch 8, 

Crasnow, Feminist 

standpoint theory) 

4. On DSM 4. Institutional approaches 

to national, regional and 

other systems of 

innovation 

Interdisciplinary groups Interdisciplinary groups 

3. (Lecturer to be decided) 

Constructionism seen from 

anthropology 

Panel Panel 
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2. About the thematic days 

 

The original idea of thematic days was developed in the phd program council: the 

thematic days should focus on a few claims, on one or more controversies, presenting 

both received wisdom and internal criticism. I have indicated three or four 45 minute 

lectures to introduce the issues, followed by group discussions and a final panel 

session. Group discussions may be interdisciplinary or disciplinary, or both. 

 

It is not so easy to spell out one striking controversial issue for each theme. Most 

themes involve several discussions that are interesting from a philosophy of social 

science perspective. Focusing entirely on one of them would take away attention from 

the others. On the other hand, dealing with all would water out the day and bring too 

many issues on the table. Thus, we must strike a balance and try to find a few 

discussions that overlap in interesting ways.  

 

Another challenge is that since our students come from all corners of social science, 

their knowledge about the topics is highly diverse. Lecturers may feel the need to 

spend some time introducing the style of research (say, game theory), but this will 

frustrate the economics/political science students who are already highly specialized, 

while in the worst case, fieldwork-oriented anthropologists may still not be able to 

catch what philosophy of science challenges we are discussing because we 

presuppose that their knowledge of the techniques and methods is better than it is. 

Lecturers must keep that in mind. Although some of the “weaker” (in that respect) 

students might need lengthy introductions, there must still be ample time to focus on 

those challenges that are interesting in the philosophy of science perspective (such as 

for instance that formal models are impeccable and rigorous as long as we focus on 

their internal validity, but involve major challenges when it comes to external 

validity). 

 

With these challenges in mind (I am sure there are more of them), here follows 

tentative, sketchy “abstracts” of “clusters of controversy” for three of the thematic 

days. They are intended to start a discussion, and I am happy to receive comments 

and suggestions for improvement and revision. 

 

 

Thematic day on case studies 

 

Are case studies only “exploratory”? Many scholars who do quantitative studies will 

answer yes: the main value of case studies is that they generate hypotheses to be 

tested by quantitative methods. Even scholars who do case studies will imply the 

same: they present their case studies as “exploration”. Unfortunately, this remark 

often indicates that they have committed themselves to no methodology at all. 

However, several methodological protocols are available. We can distinguish three. 

First, some widely used accounts (George/Bennett, 2005; Yin 1982 (and later 

editions); Andersen, 2013, representing political science, psychology and sociology 

respectively) suggests various research designs, maintaining a logic of 

experimentation, however modified. Second, and alternatively, the classic treatise by 

Glaser & Strauss (1967), and many other follow-up accounts, are based on the 

experience of building theory with a basis in field-notes from fieldwork sites chosen 

systematically in the light of the research problem. Rather than an experimental ideal, 
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the ideal here may be a court case, therapy, social work or a police investigation – 

activities that investigate and/or intervene in order to judge and/or improve a situation 

with reference to singular outcomes. Thus, the question of generalisation is dealt with 

differently than in the first case. Third, an account such as Alvesson & Sköldberg 

(2000), suggests stronger reliance on “understanding” as conceived in hermeneutics 

and phenomenology. Unlike the first two approaches, the focus on understanding may 

lead to marginal interest in causal explanation. We here have a distinction between 

causal explanation via law-like theories, bounded generalisation based on case-studies 

of singular causality, and understanding as something distinct from causal 

explanation. We are already deep into a host of philosophy of science challenges. 

 

This thematic day will – in the light of these different methodologies claims – discuss 

whether case studies are exploratory only. Are case studies necessarily “inductive”? 

Alternatively, do case studies involve a kind of inference that is different the 

inductive/deductive styles known from quantitative studies/natural science? (Some 

would suggest that the American pragmatist philosopher Pierce came up with a third 

kind of inference: “abduction”.) Is there a relation to the discussions about “middle 

range theories”, especially to the question of whether such “contextualized” theories 

constitute the normal situation in social science (as opposed to natural science)? If 

studies of fine-grained processes leading to singular outcomes seem valuable in and 

of itself, case studies may be seen as more than just exploration. A key question is if 

this can be done without formalisms (mathematical models) and data-handling 

techniques (statistics). Alternatively, one may claim that such studies of singular 

outcomes require different formalisms and techniques from those used in quantitative 

studies (this discussion comes up connection with the QCA-method, cf Ragin 2000, 

where “qualitative comparative analysis” is a quantitative, case-based method). 

Another key question relates to the definition of validity and reliability: should they 

be defined in the same way qualitative studies of a small number of cases, as in 

quantitative studies of large numbers of cases? Other possible topics are: Different 

scales (from micro to macro cases): will your thinking about case studies depend on 

whether you relate to fieldwork, interviews, historical sources and archival materials? 

What is the role of comparisons and typologies in qualitative case studies? Can mixed 

methods designs be valueable not only for quantitative research, but also for case-

studies? 

 

Andersen, Svein S. 2013. Casestudier. Forskningsstrategi, generalisering og 

forklaring. Oslo: Fagbokforlaget. (2. Utgave) 

Morgan, Mary 2014. Case Studies. In: Cartwright/Montuschi textbook. 

George, Alexander & Bennett, Andy, 2005. Case Studies and Theory Development in 

the Social Sciences, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press. 

Yin, Robert 1982. Case Study Research. Design and Methods. London: Sage. First 

edition. Several later editions. 

Glaser, Barney & Strauss, Anselm 1967. Discovering Grounded Theory. New York: 

Aldine/De Gruyter. 

Alvesson, Mads & Sköldberg, Kaj. 2000. Reflexive Methodology: New Vistas for 

Qualitative Research, London: Sage.  

Ragin, Charles C. 2000. Fuzzy Set Social Science. Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press. 
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Thematic day on evidence-based research (RCT - randomized controlled experiments, 

and related scales, such as DSM) 

 

In today’s quest for evidence-based policies, it is claimed that randomized controlled 

trials (RCT) are the “second best” base for such policies, while the best is meta-

studies of several RCTs. One trial shows that a treatment works here and now. If it is 

to be a more general finding, it must work in other populations that are “sufficiently 

similar”. This is a question of external validity (Pawson 2006) – how do we know that 

the new population is “sufficiently similar”? Making the intervention, the researcher 

must also practice “fidelity to the model”, i.e. conduct “the same intervention”. But 

will the original treatment be the same intervention in a different context 

(Cartwright/Hardie 2012; Munro 2014)? RCTs were developed in pharmaceutical 

testing of drugs, and were also suggested in the post-World War II Cochrane 

collaboration for “evidence based medicine”. The Campbell collaboration (since 

1999) have accumulated similar collections of reviews concerning the effects of social 

interventions, extending the evidence based approach into the realm of psychology, 

social policy and government interventions (www.campbellcollaboration.org). How 

merited is the transfer of methods for testing the effect of drugs into more genuine 

social science fields such as social policies or education? Psychology is the social 

science discipline closest to medicine, and has thus been using RCTs most 

extensively, and as witnessed by the Campbell collaboration and similar efforts, many 

more disciplines are now doing such studies. In economics, econometricians have 

developed techniques such as instrument variables, which searches for “treatment 

like” patterns in register data sets. A main task of the thematic day is to present 

students to debates that have flourished in other disciplines than their own. Thus, a 

related item is the use of scales in order to empirically specify the variables used in 

evidence based research. Within psychology, this feature is most prominently found 

in psychology, as the discipline employs standardized diagnosis manuals such as the 

DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, published by the 

American Psychiatric Association, now in its fifth version). The role played by this 

diagnostic system is an interesting topic for the philosophy of social science (see 

Brante 2009). 

 

Brante, Thomas 2009. “In the Absence of Knowledge Politics – Neuropsychiatry and 

the Drug Industry”, 171-200 in Bechmann, Gotthard, Vitaly Gorokhov & Nico 

Stehr, eds., The Social Integration of Science. Berlin: edition sigma. 30 pp. 

Cartwright, N. & Hardie, J. 2012. Evidence- Based Policy: A Practical Guide to 

Doing it Better. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Munro, Eileen 2014. “Evidence-Based Policy”, Ch 3 in Nancy Cartwright & Eleonora 

Montuschi (eds.) Philosophy of Social Science: A New Introduction. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press.  

Pawson, R. 2006. Evidence-Based Policy: A Realist Perspective. London: Sage. 

 

 

Thematic day on innovation 

 

Present day policy efforts are obsessed with achieving innovation. This term creates 

consensus, if something is believed to spur innovation, everybody will be in favour of 

it. But can innovations be nourished by public policies? If the UN climate panel 

(IPCC) is right it is “early warnings” – can we switch to a green, clean economic 
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growth paradigm through innovation? Can Western European knowledge societies 

sustain their position in the race to maintain competitiveness by innovating? Such 

practical questions imply a cluster of philosophy of science controversies. A 

simplistic dichotomy invoked is that between “constructivists” and “realists”, which 

exploded in the 1990s “science wars” (triggered by the “Sokal hoax” and reproduced 

in Norway in connection with Elster’s criticism of the granting of the Holberg prize to 

“constructivist” sociologist Bruno Latour). During this thematic day we shall try to 

connect these very general debates to much more specific questions about innovation, 

hopefully showing that any attempt to pin philosophy of social science questions to 

general dichotomies is problematic.  

 

Innovation is related to creativity, so it will be interesting to discuss how psychology 

studies such a phenomenon. In processes of innovation, it is crucial that a knowledge 

base is available through networks of actors in quite different social settings. How 

some of this knowledge may become “performative” has been studied in the 

“constructivist” field of science and technology studies (STS), uniting historians, 

anthropologists and sociologists (Miettinen 2000). If the mainstream view some 

decades ago saw innovation just as a “linear” application of basic natural science, 

what has the STS-school contributed by challenging this view? Is their contribution 

the result of applying a general “constructivist” style of reasoning, or is it rather due 

to the fact that they have worked up knowledge about innovation from case studies (cf 

the famous study Wolgaar/Labour 1979 on how the Salk laboratory developed a 

synthetic version of a peptide, patenting it for medical use, thus “constructing” a fact). 

Furthermore, innovation is a key to economic growth in the present ICT-based 

(information and communications technology) economy. Will the economics 

discipline be able to work the “creativity” of innovators into models based on the 

constrained optimization formalism (this is often posed as a question of modelling the 

insights of the famous Austrian economist Schumpeter, cf Howitt 2007)?  

 

The economic studies model the impact of various institutions such as property 

systems, patent systems, educational systems, etc. Thus, they touch upon the question 

of social and organisational innovation, topics that have often also been studied in 

historical, qualitative studies that do not employ formalisms. Thus, we are far into the 

debate on the relation between quantitative and qualitative studies (what is, for 

instance, the relation between the entirely non-mathematical presentation by 

Acemoglou & Robinson 2012, and their long list of mathematical economics 

publications on the same topic?) What problems do we encounter if we try to label the 

economists “realists” and the STS-scholars “constructivists”? As for social 

innovations, they are often analysed as solutions to social conflicts. Does it at all 

make sense to see them as applications of “basic” social science? In line with the 

study of social innovation, there is an interesting literature on national systems of 

innovation (Miettinen 2013), studying the context of innovating firms at the macro 

level. And returning to the eternal debate in the philosophy of social science on 

“methodological individualism versus collectivism” – how can that literature be 

related to studies at the micro-level, that is, to the psychological study of creativity? Is 

it at all necessary to relate them to each other? Furthermore, if social innovations are 

increasingly demanded by policy elites (both at the national and EU levels), how shall 

the social sciences relate to such a demand?  

 

Acemoglou, D. & J. A. Robinson 2012. Why Nations Fail. New York: Crown. 
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Howitt, Peter H. 2007. Innovation, Competition and Growth: A Schumpeterian 

Perspective on Canada’s Economy, C.D. Howe Institute; Commentary, 

www.cdhowe.org No. 246 April  

Latour, Bruno and Stephen Wolgaar. 1979. Laboratory Life. London: Sage. 

Miettinen, Reijo  2013. Innovation, Human Capabilities, and Democracy, Oxford: 

OUP 2013.  

Miettinen, Reijo 2000. The Problem of Creativity in Technology Studies. University 

of Helsinki, Department of Education, Center for Activity Theory and 

Development Work Research, Working Papers, 23. 

 

 

Thematic day on game theory 

 

Originating in the 1940s and 50s, game theory continues to play an important role in 

social science research – particularly in economics, but also in political science and 

(to a lesser degree) in sociology and psychology. The theory has proven remarkably 

resilient to harsh critique for violating the principle of methodological individualism 

(when treating complex actors such as states or firms as unitary agents) as well as for 

making undue assumptions concerning decision makers’ rationality and motivation. 

Many game-theoretic predictions fail to receive support in laboratory experiments as 

well as when being tested in other settings. And yet, game theory continues to serve 

as a basis for theorizing about the behavior of decision makers at many different 

levels – ranging from individuals to firms to states and even to international 

organizations. Scholars use it in fields as diverse as international relations, 

comparative politics, industrial organization, macroeconomics, traffic security, and 

environmental studies, to mention only a few. The theory provides ideas, inputs, 

baselines, and underpinnings for laboratory and field experiments, for agent-based 

simulations, and for studies based on field data. What explains this remarkable 

resilience? How do applied game theorists respond to and adjust their models in face 

of the critique? What can we reasonably expect of a game-theoretic model? Should 

we expect it to describe accurately (all aspects of) the part of the real world it aims to 

say something about? Or is Cox right that “all models are wrong, but some of them 

are useful”? This thematic day will consider these and other questions. It will also 

show that (at least some) recent game-theoretic work has replaced the standard 

assumption of pure self-interest by alternative assumptions concerning decision-

makers’ motivation; in particular, the assumption that decision-makers’ behavior is 

determined (in part) by altruism, by concerns about reciprocity, or by social norms. 

 

[Short list of references to be added] 
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3. Required reading 

 

Nancy Cartwright & Eleonora Montuschi, Philosophy of Social Science. A New 

Introduction, Oxford: OUP 2014, 

 

Introduction, Cartwright & Montuschi 

PART I. Current Debates 

1: Well-being, Anna Alexandrova 

2: Climate change, Wendy Parker 

3: Evidence-based policy, Eileen Munro 

4: Community-based collaborative archaeology, Alison Wylie 

PART II. Ontological Issues 

5: Social ontology, Deborah Tollefsen 

6: Individuals or population?, Helen Longino 

PART III. Questions About Objectivity 

7: Scientific objectivity, Eleonora Montuschi 

8: Feminist standpoint theory, Sharon Crasnow 

9: Values in social science, Heather Douglas 

PART IV. Using Formal Models 

10: Choice models, Katie Steele 

11: Norms, conventions, and the power of expectations, Cristina Bicchieri 

PART V. Methodological Perspectives 

12: Interdisciplinarity in action, Sophia Efstathiou and Zara Mirmalek 

13: Social epistemology in practice, Miriam Solomon 

PART VI. Research Methods 

14: Measurement, Nancy Cartwright and Rosa Runhardt 

15: Case studies, Mary Morgan 

16: Causal inference, Nancy Cartwright 

 

 

Edited by Nancy Cartwright, Durham University and University of California, San 

Diego, and Eleonora Montuschi, University of Venice and London School of 

Economics 

 

Nancy Cartwright is Professor of Philosophy at the Department of Philosophy, 

University of Durham and at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). Her 

research interests include philosophy and history of science (especially physics and 

economics), causal inference, objectivity, and evidence, especially on evidence-based 

policy. 

 

Eleonora Montuschi is an Associate Professor at the Department of Philosophy and 

Cultural Heritage at the University of Venice, and Senior Research Fellow at the 

London School of Economics and Political Science. She is a philosopher of science 

working on scientific objectivity, the theory and practice of evidence, and 

methodological issues of the social sciences. 

 

Contributors: 

Anna Alexandrova, King's College, Cambridge 

Cristina Bicchieri, University of Pennsylvania 

Nancy Cartwright, University of Durham and University of California, San Diego 
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Sharon Crasnow, Norco College, Southern California 

Heather Douglas, University of Waterloo and University of Ottawa 

Sophia Efstathiou, Norwegian University of Science and Technology 

Helen Longino, Stanford University 

Zara Mirmalek, Harvard University 

Eleonora Montuschi, University of Venice and London School of Economics and 

Political Science 

Mary S. Morgan, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Eileen Munro, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Wendy Parker, Durham University 

Rosa Willemijn Runhardt, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Miriam Solomon, Temple University 

Katie Steele, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Deborah Perron Tollefsen, University of Memphis 

Alison Wylie, University of Washington 

 



SV9104 Research ethics 
 

Curriculum: 
Keane, W. (2016) Ethical life. Its natural and social histories. Princeton: Princeton University Press.  

Guidelines for Research Ethics in the Social Sciences, Law and the Humanities, 2010. National 

Committees for Research Ethics in Norway. ISBN: 82-7682-050-6. Fulltext. 

Kalleberg, R.: "A Reconstruction of The Ethos of Science" in Journal of Classical Sociology, 2007. vol. 

7, nr 2, s. 137-160. Fulltext  

Steneck, N.: "Fostering Integrity in Research: Definitions, Current Knowledge, and Future Directions" 

in Science and Engineering Ethics, 2006. p. 53-74 i vol. 12, nr. 1. Fulltext. 

Tranøy, K. E.: "Science and Ethics. Some of the main principles and problems" in The Moral Import of 

Science., 1988. London: Sigma Distribution. pp. 111-120. 

Ziman, J.: "Academic science", chapter 3 (28 pages), in Real Science. What it is, and what it means., 

2000. Cambridge University Press. 

UiO resources: 
Health ethics: http://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/quality-system-for-

health-research/index.html 

NSD Meldeplikt: http://www.uio.no/for-ansatte/arbeidsstotte/personvern/forsker/index.html 

Internal Ethics Board, PSI: https://www.uio.no/for-ansatte/enhetssider/sv/psi/psi-eng/internal-

ethics-committee/index.html 

UiO ethical commandments: https://www.uio.no/english/for-

employees/support/research/ethics/10-commandements.html 

On whistle blowing: http://www.uio.no/studier/kontakt/si-fra/ 

 

  

http://www.etikkom.no/globalassets/documents/english-publications/60127_fek_guidelines_nesh_digital_corr.pdf
http://www.etikkom.no/globalassets/documents/english-publications/60127_fek_guidelines_nesh_digital_corr.pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1468795X07078033
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/PL00022268
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/PL00022268
http://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/quality-system-for-health-research/index.html
http://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/quality-system-for-health-research/index.html
http://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/quality-system-for-health-research/index.html
http://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/quality-system-for-health-research/index.html
http://www.uio.no/for-ansatte/arbeidsstotte/personvern/forsker/index.html
https://www.uio.no/for-ansatte/enhetssider/sv/psi/psi-eng/internal-ethics-committee/index.html
https://www.uio.no/for-ansatte/enhetssider/sv/psi/psi-eng/internal-ethics-committee/index.html
https://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/ethics/10-commandements.html
https://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/ethics/10-commandements.html
http://www.uio.no/studier/kontakt/si-fra/


Program 
 
Wednesday October 10th 2018 
 
1315-1330 Welcome  
 
Part I: ‘RULES WE LIVE BY ‘ 
1330-1415 What is Ethics and where/how do PhD candidates encounter ethical challenges? Tor 

Endestad PSI & Marianne Lien SAI 
1415-1500 Authorship and order, principles of inclusion and data ownership. 

Exercises based on actual cases from the UiO Ethics Board Discussions, small groups  
1500-1530 Useful resources for ethical practice at the University of Oslo Tor Endestad PSI 
1530-1630 Fifty shades of fraud. Vidar Enebakk NESH 
1630-1700 Plenary discussion 
 
Thursday October 11th 2018 
0915-11 Research ethics in a societal perspective: participants, Informed consent, internet 

and consent, case studies. 
  Elisabeth Staksrud, NESH  
1115-1300 Ethics ‘kafé’   (Three break-out sessions are served, designed specifically for the 

different disciplinary interests and needs. Lunch will also be provided) 
  BREAK OUT SESSION  1 (‘REK ‘and health ethics) 
  BREAK OUT SESSION 2 (Research abroad: permits, ethics and safety)  

BREAK OUT SESSION 3 (Working with numbers, databases, register-data)  
1315-1400 NSD – Procedures and practices (meldeplikt, datahåndteringsplan)  Tor Endestad PSI 

& Marianne Lien SAI 
 
Part II: ‘DILEMMAS WE FACE’ 
1415-1700 Group exercise   (Each group will select their own assignment, based on a set of 

assignments and readings distributed in advance. Each assignment will present one 
or several dilemmas. The groups will clarify the dilemma(s) and come up with a 
solution (or several) and are asked to justify their choice in accordance with 
guidelines and other relevant materials.) 

 
Friday October 12th 2018 
9-11   Group exercise continues.  
11-12   Lunch 
  
Part III:  ‘THE REFLECTIONS THAT GUIDE US’ 
1215-1500 Plenary presentaons of group exercises  
1515-1600 Concluding plenary discussion.  
 



SV9106 Dissemination 

Day Time Room Topic Lecturer 

1 9:15-10:00   Introduction to the course: Using the media to set the 

agenda 

Academic 

  10:15-12:00   The journalist calls you up for an interview Academic 

          

  12:00-13:15   Lunch break   

          

  13:15-14:00   Press release and press conferences Academic 

  14:15-15:00   Writing yourself in the media Academic 

  15:15-16:00   Using the web and social media Academic 

          

          

  9:15-10:00   Appearing on radio/TV Academic 

2 10:15-16:00   Your 5 minutes of fame – a news reporter sticks a 

microphone up your face 

What can be learned? Viewing and evaluating each other’s 

performances on TV 

Academic 

Journalist 

Camera 

personell 
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